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The Urban Crime Prevention Program (UCPPY was_
designed to combat urban crime through the establishment of 85
innov tive neighborhood-based crime.prevention,grojects across nine
citie for 18 months. UCPP's maim goals were to, increase citizen

-part' ipation in innovative neighborhood crime prevention efforts, to
bolster the capabilities of neighborhood groups, and to forge working
partnerships between these groups and related agencies and
institutions. A two-year evaluation, summarized here, .concluded that
the_most effectiVe crime prevention approaches, as measured by UCPP
goals, involved property crime And arson prevention projects,
primarily because they were based on the organization of citizens
through nefghborhood groups. Many UCPP projects had difficulty with
more complex approaches, particularly if the project was located in a
deteriorated neighborhood. -In an overall sense, however, it was
concluded that the general neighborhood orientation of UCPP, combined
with the establishment\pf working partnerships with other agencies,

'offers promise for co battier urban crime. It is recommenaea that (1)

community crime preven on programs emphasize the organization of
citizens as the basic st tegy; (2) strong working partnerships be,
established between neighborhood efforts and relevant criminal
justice agencies; (3) involved neighborhood groups receive .

substantial, training and t9chnicaI assistance; and (4) neighborhood
based ciime_prevention strategies receive the continued support and
attention of officials concerned with urban crime. (Author/CMG)
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ABSTRACT,

The Urban Crime_ Prevention Program (UCPP); sponsored jointly by ACTION and the
Law .ERforcement Assistance Administration; was designed to combat urban crime
through the establishment of 85 innovative neighborhood-based crime prevention
projects across nine cities for a period oV18 months; The main goals of UCPP were
to increase _the !participation citizens in innovative neighborhood crime
prevention efforts, to _bolster the _capabilities of neighborhood- groups; and to
forge working partnerships between these groups-and related agencies and institu-
tions. The .two -year evaluation focused OXfourprincipal types of crime prevention
projects -- propert3Ncrime prevention, victim/witness services; arson prevention;
and dispute settlement.

The mostoeffective crime prevention_approacheS, as measured by the UCPP goals,
were the property crime and arson prevention_projectsi_primarily because they_were
based on the organization of citizens through neighborhood groups. These projects
were generally successful in gaining citizen involvement',. bolsterNg their
_capabilities in crime prevention,, and establishing working partnerships with other
agencies. However, many of the UCPP projects had difficulty with the more complex
approaches, particularly if the project was located in a deteriorated neighbor-
hood: In an overall sense, it was concluded that the general neighborhoOd
orientation of. UCPP, combined with the establishment of working partnerships with
other agencies.; offers promise for combatting urban crime.

It is recommendedahat (1) community crime prevention programs emphasize the
Organizing of citizens as the basic strategy, (2) strong working partnerships be
established between neighborhood-bated, crime prevefition efforts and relevant
criminal Wice agencies;i (3) neighborhood .crime. prevention groups, receive,
substantial trainjng -.and technical assistance, and'that (4) neighborhood=bated
crime prevention strategies receive the continued attention -and support of

is concerned with urban crime; A series of research tetommendations
/

are
.presented;
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PRECISOF CONCLUSIONS' AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusions of the evaluation of the Urban Crime Prevention Program are
tummarized as follows:

In an overall sense, the general neighborhood:orientation of the Urban
Crime Prevention Program combined with the development of working,
partnerships.with criminal justice agencies 6ffers promise for comma
-hatt4ng urban-crime,

The most effective 'crime prevention strategies -- as measured by the UCPP
criteria of involving citizens, strengthening neighborhoods, and build-
ing working partnerships-- were those based on organizing residents to
address problems of 'crime.or arson -- the neighborhood watch approach.

The effectiveness of the crime prevention projects was relatecrto the
nature of the neighborhood in which they were operating. It was
conSidef.a6ly more difficult to promote significafft citizen involvement f

in low-income, deteriorated neighborhoods than in those which,were
relatively stable.

Trainking and technical assistance Were critical to project succes'S,
particularly among the more inexperienced neighborhood groups and those
,attempting to implement the more complex crime prevention strategies.
Substantially more technical, assistance was needed than was offered in
the UrbantCrime Prevention Program.

Strong cooperative working relationships with relevant criminal justice-
agencies were'important determinants of pro:Act success.

The following recommendations are based on the results of the evaluation:

Community crime prevention programs should emphasize the .organizing of
citizens -r the neighborhood watch concept -- as the basic, beginning
strategy for crime prevention.

Strong working partnerships should be estab ished between neighborhood-
based crime-preventionefforts and relevant riminal justice agencies.

Abundant training and technical assistance should be supplied to crime
preventidn groups in timely.fashion.

Neighborhood-based crimeNprevention strategies should receive'the
tinued attent'on and support of officials concerned with urban crime.



A. INTRODUCTION

The. Urban Crime Prevelition Program was initiated by ACTION and the Law
Enforcement. Assistance Administration'in 1980; to combat Urban crime through
community action._ In nine cities, neighborhood organizations implemented innova-
tive Crime-prevention strategies emphasizing citizen involvAment, working part-
nerships with public and private groups, and strengtheh*Qg the capacit of the'

. neighborhood groups. An\evaluation of the UCPP was conducted by the Institute for
Social Analysis; this report summarizes the findings, conclusions,.andrecommen-
dation-ofthat research.

B. - BACKGROUND

During the past' 20 years the urban areas-of our country have experienced.ja-
tremendous increase in reported crime. During that time, the flateOf property
crime in-our large cities (P6pulations abbv'e 500,000) has more tWan doubled, and
thefrateof:violent crime has roughly tripled. In heighborhoo6s which were once
;tranquil and secure, residents' are now afraid .to walk the streets at night. People
whO once gavelittle thought to protection of home and property now_ find themselves
wondering when the thieVes will strike them: For while we are-not-all victims of
6-ime; the incidence of Nminal acts. ha risen to the point where most citizens
feel vulnerable to crime. As though. that were not enough, the effects of crime_go
beyond individual Injury, violation and prOperty loss to Weaken fhebroadersotial
fabric of theicommunity. Crime carte disrupt the routines of citizens in myriad;
largely constricting ways; promoting isolation and alienation. And as crime rises
in a neighborhood; it is often accompanied by a pattern of general decline and

.lisinvestme6t. .Property values decrease; businesses-leave, homeowning famili6s
are replaced by more transient renters in a spiral' of crime 'and - neighborhood
deterioration.

The response to thiS problem has taken several routes, chiefly in the form of
attempts at improvtng the operatio s of the criminal justice system --Amproved law
enforcement practices, t prosecution;_changeS in courts,' correctional
reform; etc-:_ But there is scant Vidence that these system -based responses to
crime have had significant.impact on'the crime rates; and most observers agree that
crime is primarily a function of social dynamics and economic conditions.

.
A :

recent=years, cities have turned to cothrlilaty-biaSed,crime prevention
strategies-.in the face of the growing recognition thatT_crime and-its control are
closely_linked-to the social dynamics:(5f our neigh06rhoods'.4hd communities.
Increasingly, cit*zvis and community(groUps have recognized need` work
colleo4tvely to fight crime in their neighborhoods.

The cammuoity _crime-_pi-evention' movement in- general (an4 the Urban_Cime
,preventionProgramHin particular)' has its. roots in whet DuBow and Emmmns (1981)
,have labeled "the community hypothesis ": .o

(1) Neighborhood reidents.tan be mobiltzed.by'community organizations to
tlarticiPate to aiNlectiye crime prevention projects.

-

-

(2). Involvement .these activities, creates a stronger community.because
_;'peoPlexill take .greater responsibility. for their own protection and

local problemsi; and interactions among:neighbOrs wilLbe increased, both
formally; thrOugh the activities of the crime prevention projects, and
informally, asaltypropkt of these activities.N



(3) A stronger sense of comiunfty and increased social interaction leads to

more effective info'r'mal' social control.

(4) Aside from the direct effects of commwi'ity crime prevention activities
in reducing crime or the fear of crime,''these activities may also reduce
crime or the fear of crime by rebuilding local 4ocitl control in..the
neighborhood.

THE*URBAN CRIM- PREVENTION PRO RAM

In structure an bjectives, the Urban Crime Prevention program was designed
to promote community crime prevention through innovative prevention strategies,
citizen'invplvement, working partnerships among neighborhood organizations and_
publ,ic and private agencies, and capacity building of neighborhood groups.

National in scope, UCPP' provided vev modest amounts of funds (ranging from
approximately $7,500 to $47,000) to neighborhood organizations located in_low and ,

moderate income areas of the community. The structural elements of the UCPP were
carefully crafted to effect` program goals. By relying heavily on'voluntarism,
citizen participation, and the development of coalitions with Other groups-and city
agencies, grass-roots' crime'prevention activities would be conducted, -amid, the
general theme of,neighborhood development and citizen control.: Through'innovative
crime'prevention approaches (dispute settlement, arson prevention, etc.) community
residents would "'reclaim" their neighborhoods from deterioration and crime. By

combining modest funding, netghborhood control, and the building of solid linkages
and coalitions, it was hoped that the community crime,prevention projects would
have a greater chance of surviving beyond the feilerally-supported demonstration
period. In virtually all these respects, the Urban rime_ Prevention Program stands

in contrast to its more heavily funded predecessors, notably the Community Anti-
Crime,PrOgram, Comprehensive Crime Prevention Program, Hartford's crime-prevention
through environmental design project, and the Seattle community crime preventi
program:

At the initiation of the ucPP.yyl '1980, the prograM structure at the national
level included-ACTION;j-the = 10ffite of CommUnity'Anti=Crime Programs within the LaW

Enforcement Assistance Administration, the national evaluation team from the
Institute for Social Analysis, and A:L. Nellum and Associates, the techAical

assistance contractor. In March 1982, as LEAA's program operations were phased :
out, programmatic responsibility was fransferred to the Office of Justice

Assistance, Research, and Statistics, while the ACTION staff-Temained actively
involved throughout the funding periOd. The evaluation stuOY was transferredto
the evaluation divisibn,of the National:Institute of: Justice, to be monitored.

jointly by NIJ an ACTION's evaluation office.
A

Urban Crime Prevention Programs were,implemented in-nine cities selecAii by

ACTION and LEAR through/a systematic.competitive process.- In each, city, the major
,f:-

elemenTt of the UCPP were a grantee-organization, Advisory Council, and project
organizations. Each city received 'a grant for an' 18-month period, from the

begin ing of 1981 through the middle of 1982'. Structural information on each city

is shown 1.

Each grantee was required toibeXprivatenon-profit corporation wjthslegal
responsibility' for administering thei-,MCPP grant and the demonstrated capacity to

work with-both public adencies and neighborhood groups. The grantees administered

the grants andoverall.programs-, and WertAiewed as key factors. in4developing a set
of. working relationships between_ project organizations, municipal and county
officials, criminal justice officialsand other"*Olic and private group,S:





Name of Grantee
Description_of
Organization

Justice Resource Independent research
and development organ-

ization

Citizen Informa-
tion Service

Community education_

branch_of_the_League

of Women Voters

Community Chest United Way affiliate.
human services organ-
ilatibii

Commission on

Catholic Com-
munity Action

Social action arm of

the Cleveland Catholic

Diocese

tiouston_Metropoli-

lan Ministries
Ecumenical_service
organization

United Way Human services.:

Organization

Newark Coalition

of Netghberhoods
a

Coalition of neighbor-

hood organizations

Citizens Committee
for New York City

Community service or-
ganization-for neigh-

borhood self-help

Neighborhood House Umbrella service or-
ginization for public

housing projects

Table 1: UCPP Grantee Characteristics .,

Grant Amount Grantee Staff.

Range of project

budgets. (iiumbte

of projects)

Average
PrOjea
Budget

S250,000 Program Manager (2/3) 532.518-36.120 (6) 534.451

Program Director (I/3)

S397,924 PrOgratLfdreCter. (FT) S30;256-454,85 '(9) 538;384
Bookkeeper-typist (FT)

5370.419 Program Director (FT) $ 7.613-43.622'(13) 524.759..

S450:600 Program Director (FT) S22.688-46.410 (11) 535.139

Tr. Sub-Prgn. Director (PT)

Org.-Trainer (1/2)

Admin. Assistant (1/2) 0

$349.406 Brgm. Coordinator_ (1/3) S30,605-44.268 (8) j34.831

Prgn. Ackninistrator (FT)

UCPP Volunteer (FT)
Fiscal Director (PT)

5350,000 Prgn Supervisor (PT) 114.990-38.255 (8) 535.169
Programilirector__IFT1_

Prg. Fiowe_0fficer(112)
Prgm. Secretary (1/2)

5424.936 Grantee Director (2/3) $28.84548.535 (10) $35,346.
Program- Monitor, (FT)
Secretary (FT)
Bookkeeper (I/3)

SA50,027 Supervisor (PT) S 7.678-42.749 (12) S29,741
Program Director (FT)

Fiscal Officer (2/3)

Secretary (Cl?)
Field Assistant (3/5)

S419.975 Project Director AFT) 537.563-47.053 (8). S41,997
Field Assistants (PT)

.

b
. .

:s of staff time devoted to UCPP are approximations. Part-time (PT) staff

illy devoted less than 25% of their time to the UCPP.

to closing of one project.

Projects

Project

-Models

Suggested
Project
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An Advisory CoLincil was formed in each city. by the grantee to assist in
planning and conducting the local program. In addition to the Mayor (or his'or her
designee) and a representative from each project organizafion, members were from a
wide variety of relevant private and _public organizations in,the city. The
'responsibilities of the Advisory CoOcil were to include:

(1) Providing policy and program guidance to the grantee;

(2) providing general oversight 'on matters of program implementation and
maintenance, including involvement in the monitoring and evaluation
processes of the grant and in the review of project organizations;.

(3) Providing; through_its members, liaison with and access to public and
privafeagencies whose assistance would be- useful in carrying out the
program's objectives;

; (4) Publicizing the grant in the broader community; and

(5) Serving_ as a forum in which information can be exchanged; mutual

interests defined§ and cooperative relations established among members;.

Project organizatio'ns were mostly neighborhood groups such as local communitY
organizations, churches, buSiness associations, tenant organi2ations; etc The
program guidelines required that at least 60% of the project organizations were to
be in the form of the principal project models: (1) property crime victimizationi
(2) community dispute settlement, (3) arson prevention, and (4) victim/witness
services. The remaining projects could be locally-initiated or in one of the
suggested project areas of .family violence, consumer fraud; unemployment and
crime, public housing anti-crime, and school crime. The Urban Crime Prevention
Program placed a special emphasis on the use of volunteers; stating that:grantees
and project organizations must involve volunteers in a variety of ways; In

addition to recruiting part-time community volunteers; each project was to recruit
a full-time, stipended volunteer similar in concept and operation to the VISTA
program volunteers;

The nine cities received UCPP grant funds ranging from $250;009 to $450,600.to
operate 18-month crime prevention programs; In turn; tpe nine_grantee.organiza-
tions administered 85 projects; which operated on contrIcts of $7,613 to $47§053.

Of the 85 projects funded; 73% offered the crime prevention activities of -the
four principal models; The most common_project was the property crime victimiza-
tion -model; which comprised 35% of all the projects. Fifteen (18%)= projects
offered victim/witness services; ten (1290 focused on arson prevention, and seven
(8%) offered dispute settlement alternatives._ Eighteen of the' 23 non-model
projects were in the "suggested areas" of the_UCPP_crime_prevention
unemployment and crime,, school or general juvenile_crimei_consumer fraud, and
public housing anti-crime; Five projects were locally initiated; three aimed to
prevent subway crime§ autertheft,_ anti crimes against the elderly. Two locally -

initiated.projects combined model elements -- one _as_sisted_the property ..crime
victimization projects in nine neighborhoods and the other combined youth
employment and property crime prevention strategies.

UCPP goals and_ objectives. The_principal goals of the UCPP were to increase
neighhorhadd.participation and_problem-solving capacity and to forge a working
partnership among_ neighborhood groups; criminal justice agencies, and other

'public-private,sector institutions in new. community crime prevention efforts; The

chief components of these broadly stated goals were innovative approach;.neigh-

-4- 14



borhood orientation, and partnership. _SPeCific objectives related to the 0.31 of

supporting innovative approachet were the following:

a. Encourage projectS that haVe:nOt received Significant emphasis in:

past federal funding.

b. -Promote projectS that expand the focus of attention beyond thee
actual collimisooh_of a crime to include the social and, economic

factors that are dii-ettly associated with criminal activity.

c. Generate activities that provide for adoption of project models,

suggested project areas, and locally initiated projects that are

consiste.nt.with the program's goals and objectives.

UCPP objectives related to the goal of neighborhood participation were the

following:

a; Decrease the fear. of crime among residents.

b. Increase a sense of °responsibility for dealing with crime among

residents;

c. Increase residents' perceptions of the importance orneighborhood

groups in crime prevention.

d. Increase the number of neighborhood groups that work with a broad-

based AdviSory Council and are engaged in community crime preven-

tion, including new or fledgling groups and those not previously.

involved.

e. Increase the financial and managerial competence of neighborhood

groups to conduct a funded crime prevention prOgram.

f. InCYease the ongoing ability of neighborhood groups to define'and

analyze,local crime problems, develop solutions, and implement

projects designed to combat such problems.

g. Increase the ability of neighborhood groups to work in partnership

with other private and public sector organizations and agencies on

crime prevention efforts.

h. Achieve substantial volunteer participation by residents in UCPP

fdnded projects.

Create new; roles for and effectively utilize the talents of

volunteers in the operation of crime prevention programs:

. Increase cohesiveness among neighborhood residents through efforts

directed at preventing criminal activity.
_

The third goal of the UCPP, to forge working partnerships, had the following

specific objectives:

a; Ensure the input of a wide range of expert advice, data, and support

in the planning and implementation of neighborhood crime prevention

projects.

_5_ 15



Assure the cooperation and support of urban government and other
interests in carrying out intended,;crime prevention efforts.

c. Avoid duplication or conflict of prevention activities among
projects being .developed in the UCPP and other urban crime
prevention efforts.

Set in motion -a process_of coalition building that; over aperiod of
time, will define mutual interests and forge cooperatiie relation-
ships for initiating future crime i=evention projects.

. THE UCPP EVALUATION

The evaluation of the Urban Crime Prevention Program consisted of a process
study of-all,nine sites and an intensive study_of two cities. It was designed to
examine the qffectiveness of the,programs in all cities and assess intensively. the.
processes of the four major models of crime prevention.

Early in the evaluation, the major -program goals and objectives were
identified and weighted by the key ACTION and LEAA administrators. The focus of the
evaluation was determined by this weighting process and by a review of program
goals and proposed activities, evaluation resources, and time constraints. The
evaluatioawas predominantly process rather than impact oriented, f.e., largely
devoted to descriptive account of the projects' activities and progress on major
objectives. Following from the program goals, the major areas of focus for the
evaluation were:

Crime prevention activities. The evaluation described the project
processes of the four models of property crime victimization, arson
prevention, victim/witness assistance, .and community dispute settle=
ment. We wanted to know if the projects actually engaged in the
activities proposed, and if so, to what degree. The eValuation examined
the form; processes, and problems of the models as implemented by diverse
neighborhood groups in different neighborhoods.

Citizen involvement. The projects were based on the notion that citizens
would become involved in, and materially participate in the projects'
activities. Citizen involvement was defined in terms of awareness,
response, and active participation.

Coalition buildin9. A program goal was to develop working partnerships
among the crime prevention projects, key city agencies (particularly the
criminal justice system); and other public and private organizations.
The type and strength of these linkages were assessed.

Capacity buildtng. Through UCPP; it was intended that neighborhood
organizations would improve their capacity to fight crime specifically
(e.g., learn the techniques of arson prevention) and strengthen their
managerial and-financial competence. The methods of capacity building
and degree to which the projects' capabilities improved were examined.

The UCPP projects were not expected--to -r-edure-overall crime -or create Strong,
unified neighborhoods within the time period of this experimental program, nor was
the evaluation designed to assess these ultimate goals.

Methodolon. The primary data collection procedures used for this essen-
tially descriptive study were interviews with program staff, citizens, and agency

=6=



officials; on -site observations of project events and recordt;_and_ongoing rivieWt

of\oonthlyreports to the evaluation staff, quarterly reports to ACTION/LEXA, and

materials developed by the, projects. ;, /
/

_._At least three site visits were made to each city i plus two additidhal visits

to New York and Cincinnati; the intensive_ study sites.- During each visit,
structured interviews were conducted with each project director in_chat-ge of one of

the four model approaches and the grantee staff.. _Project Matert* and, records
were reviewed or collected; brief tours were made of the target neiOborhoods, and
oroject\activities Were attended and observed as much as

pOtible.9

i .

, .

Grantee direCtors were asked _abouf._program7wide, issues,/ including grant

develOpment project seleCtion; AdVisorY Council 'role, .developing=tinkaget, the

full -time volunteer- and training and technical assistance, Substantial portion

of each interview was,devoted_to their perce,p.tionsAf_projete:activities_, progress;

obstacles; and capacity buildingProject directors_ were interwNwed regarding

\project activi ies, citizen-i _o vemen i_ _eve_oping_ i Ines, training and.,tech-

nical assistant , and organi, ational capabilities. At hb: d of the grant period,

the grantee dir ctors_&te their projects'_current str'eng -and improvement in

capabilities; an project irectors rated citizen involvement d agency response

ito their efforts;
i ..

v

Face-to-face i terviews were conducted with/82 keyagency official* d ring

the final Visits. T ejAhterviews covered the nature and extent of the contact

between the project a d_agency, the official's unaerstanding of the project's main

activities, and the fficial's view of the relationshdp: established 'and the

effectiveness of the p Oject.

In the Fall 1982; elephone interviews with disputants (N=7) and victims

(N=40) assisted by the ispute settlement and victim/wi ness projects were

completed. The follow=up, interviews were conducted to assess the citizens'

satisfaction with the services.

From June 1981 through May 1982, the 62 model projects Completed forms on a.
monthly basis which,sumMarized their activities :-and sent them to the evaluation

staff. The Monthly Activity Summary:formt were used to keep the evaluatibn staff

informed of project activities and'also covered citizen involvement, community

outreach and education, publicity, and caseload characteristics of victim/witness

and dispilte settlement projects. Flyers, newsletters, meeting minutes, letters to

agencies"; and many other project materials were attached to the Monthly Activity

Summary forms.

E. MAJOR FINDINGS

The major findings of the evaluation are summarized in this section. The

areas covered are the activities of the project orgahizations, the degree of
citizen involvement in their crime prevention activities, the type and strength of

linkages developed with outside agencies, and capacity building of neighborhood

groups.

Project activities. The most common approach of the propert crime

victimization projects was organizing and maintaining neighborhood watches where

the, central activities involved the simple, straightforward strategies of resi-

dents looking out for each other's homes and observing neighborhood acti ities

generally, marking valuable property (Operation Identification), and .increasing

home security. The number of watches organized by each project varied_froll'a

handful to 70, depending on the nature of the neighborhood, the staff's organizing



skills and techniques; and the project resources available, The property crime
victimization model emphasized the issues of:ingurance availability in addition to
property- crime,preventioni, efforts; Most of the projects tried to document
insurance availability or:unavailability in their target neighborhoods; but only
the most experienced project oranizatiOns'moved beyond documentation and.educa-
tion to working with-insurance companies on perceived prob]ems; Other crime
prevention activities of:the-_property crime projects_ (often carried out by
neighborhood watch partiCipants), included negotiating with police and other city
agencies fot specific services; neighborhood clean-up; youth-related activities,
and community education,

' The predominant strategy: of the arson prevention projects'was.to improve the
safety and livingconditions of buildings.which appeared to be: arson- prone: The

:improvements-77 enforcingSafety codes; boarding up vacant structyres'i
repairiclean-bp, jnereasing'security, etc, :wene:..achieved by residents:and
tenants' groups-organized and trained by project Staffto_negotiatewith landlords
and appropriate' city agencies. Several :projeCts_collected building _datvto
identify arson-prone buildings for the prevention/intervention strategies, but
only one.project was engaged in developing a complete predictive-system as part of:
an ongoing arson strategy,

Unlike the property crime victimization and arson prevention projects in
which: community organizing was a centralcrime_prevention Strategy;:thev1Ftim/
witness a_ssistance± and dispute settlement_ 'projects provided directerAilceA to
Citizens in need. The_majOritY of the,victim/witness projeets-providecione,tb-Onef:
assistance.to the victims, Of. crime;, theAprimary:serVices-wereCounsellng/Crisig:.
intervention, referrals for additional assistance; _and victim advocacy (inter-
ceding_on the koctimsr=behalf with-landlords; social serviceagncies;
Projects serving the elderly _and_Sexual _assault victims reached a Substantial. .

number of people, but due- to the lack of .referrals, many projects provided
meaningfUl.services to only a handful. of neighborhood' residents.- Court monitoring
and advocacy work with the criminkl'Austice'system were also activities of:two
projects.

The.community dispute settlement projects offered dispute resolution services
-- typically conciliation and less frequently, 'mediation -- to neighborhood
residents. Substantial project tiMeandieffort was focusedron:community outreach
and developing referral relationships' Wiatli justice system agencies, other city and
social service agencies, and community organizations. The .caseloads of the
projects were quite small, ranging from.4 couple to fewer than 100 cases for any one
project; only a handful of mediation hearings-were held.

Citizen involvement, The property crime.victimization
;
and'arsonprevention

.projects achieved substantial community involvement in their activities; specifi-
cally in the straightforward organizing of citizens into neighborhood watches'and
tenants groups: However; the extent to which citizens became involved in the
projeCts varied considerably; depending partly On the skills and tactics.of
organizers; Crime and arson::were often addressed within the context of other.
neighborhood and building concerns; 4S An 1Solated.issue;-crime or arson "seldom
served as an effective organizing tactic: :The,organiz4ng strategies alsOvaried
greatly; from one-shot,: one-meeting efforts to a multi-meetings approach focOted,.
on training; education; and leadershWdevelopment:AchJeving sobStantial_citizeh
involvement was .most difficult.ifr.lower-inCoMer0;ragrt Tented.and deterioratin
neighborhoods; particularly public housing 'and renterScommunities, The more
complex and less_tangible.actiVitiesthe arson and property crime projectssuCh
as documenting insurance,unavailability:Apd conducting arson research, did not
attract much citizen involvement;



The victim/witness and dispute settlement project?,,xperienced difficulties
in achieving citizen involvement; with the exception;*of the victim/witness
projetts serving populations of special need. In the mainitheseprojects had low
caseloads, serving only a small segment of their neighborhoodS.)The citizens who
did receive victim/witness or dispute settlement services were satisfied with the
services and found them to be very helpful; as indicated by follow-up interviews.
Although few citizens were recruited to serve as victim service providers, the
dispute settlement projects had no problems in recruiting and training mediators.
In spite of substantial effort in the areas of community education and outreach;
the victim/witness and dispute settlement projects did'not achieve an adequate
level of community awareness and acceptance.

De_ve_loping_lintages. The property crime ,and arson prevention projects also
achieved-considerable-success in garnering.the support and assistance of poliCe_and
fire departments as appropriate; and in gaining cooperation from city _agencies.
The property crime projects developed cooperative._relationships with_Ahe police.
departments; particularly the crime prevention units; and police officers often
actively participated in'project activities. Police officials, in general, held
positive views about neighborhood wptch programs; where negative views were
present; they were usually related to resistance to community involvement in what
was viewed as the police's. realm or irritation at community demandS.

The arson. prevention projects established excellent working relationships
with.the fire and police departments and with_many city_agencies_concerned_with
housing.and buildings; These linkages _were _often _mutually beneficial relation-
ships, since the projects and the agencies shared the goal of improving building
conditions and community. .involvement was viewed as a real asset. In general, city
officials had highly positive views of the projects and believed they were
instrumental in arson prevention.

The "Nictim/witness_ assistance and dispute_ settfeMent projects had many
difficulties in developing linkages for_ referrals, particularly in developing
working relatiOnSnips with criminal justice system agencies. Police departments
served as passive sources of cases for the victim/witness projects; by simply
allowing them aCcess to recent crime information. Court officials and prosecutors
Were rarelyitnvolvedgency.officials had mixed views of victim/witness projects;
secognizing the:individual benefit of the services yet questioning whether such
ervices shobld:be comMUnity7based amd viewing them as social services not related

to crime prevention..

Official response to the community dispute settlement projects was moderate
to low. In the few instances where referral relationships were developed, they
were,gstOlished after months of meetings and contacts with appropriate officials.
The/primary obstacle was that community-bsed dispute resolution lacked legitimacy
in ,the ,eyes of justice system officials, who felt such services should be undAr
court control and were concerned about confidentiality, enforcement, and profes-
7siohalism iStues.

In general; cooperative'relationships_were more, easily developed by estab-
lished projects with a well.-known track record and experience in working with
outside agencies. ,Effective relationships with appropriate agencies were also
more easily developed when projects engaged in crime prevention strategies tn which

community involvement is _generally recognized as needed and beneficial (e.g.,

neighborhood watches and improved: building conditions for renters),. Einkages.for
community-baied services werally offered by prosecutor's offices (victim witness
asSistance)and court systems (dispute resolution) weremore difficult to develop.
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Capacity building. A major goal of the UCPP was to increase the capacity of
neighborhood groups in the areas of crime prevention and financial and managerial
competency. The-UCPP was designed to support both established groups with a track

record oft stability and success, and fledgling groups, many of which had no
previous in crime prevention.

The 85 projects were sponsored by a wide variety of organizatibns, from very

inexperienced groups to large, established, well-funded organizations. The

resources and capabilities of the project organizations had a significant impact on

the functioning andsuccess of the projects._ Most of the pCPP project organiza-

tions were grass-roots community groups representing lbEal neighborhocids and

citizens; these included community councils, block and tenant associations, and

coalitions of neighborhood groups, _A _sizable number were, neighborhood -based

social service agencies, serving the needs of local community residents via Social

Security, welfare, and similar government programs. Three projects were operated

by city agencies, and several were sponsored by service organiiations such as the

YMCA.

Capacity building was critical for the newer; fledgling grourm, whb needed.

substantial _assistance in managerial and-financial areas as well as ,help in

bUildingskillt and knowledge in areas specific to the crime preventionittodeit.' In

the more established organizations, capacity building was primarily relatedtb the

.crime prevention attiyities. .

.

. .

,.

The task of capacity building fell largely, to the granteet; :much ,of the

tetatical assistance occurred on a one-to-one basis, although_formal and:informal
. _

_ _ ___
training workshops were not infrequent. In many ways; the grantees played4Vitical

roles in the UCPP, assisting the project organizations in a_mUltitUde Of4ayt (they.

were particularly instrumental in developing TInkages_among_the projects'and'other
organizations and cit -"agencies), and 'serving as:liaisons betWeen them and other

/components pf_the U: P:`. Grantee help,and_supervision generally worked best in

situations where th grantee staff contisted_of_a full=time director with day -to-

day- .responsibility for the Projects.; who -in turn- received assistance from an

experienced senior staff person and had substantial resources (contacts, exper-

tise, bookkeeping services, etc.) within the grantee organization to draw on;

_

training and technical assistance was provided through the national cqp.

, tractor=as well as by the grantees. In general,- what was received -was viewed 4i.

valuable andAseful, There was. also a_near=Universal opinion among the grantees.;

that more technical assistance-was needed in all_areas4 particularly in community.

organizing; the insurance model, and administration. The complexity of the models;

Skill§ needed for community organiling and developing linkages,Jederal.reporting
-requirements, and the limited time (and_sometimes skills) of project staff made

training and technical assistance imperative. .

With a few_exceptions;_therproject organizations increased or 'strengthened

, their, organizational capabilities through UCPP,_ All projects hired_ staff;

initiated.,UCPP_ activities, and met federal reporting requirements. _Crithe:

prevention activities_ appear most apt to continue in the more established

organizations _-- _particularly those in _whith community organizing and safes
issues were priorities prior to UCPP and citizen groups with developed leadersft

are in place and likely to carry on community crime.prevention. Continuation

app=ears most likely among the property_crime victimization and arson prevention

projects,-where the _emphasis on organizing, training; and leadership has created

bletk tlUbt and similargroups with the _potential of- continuing with only resident

in,yolvement. Continuation withoutsubstantial funding support appears less likely

itftne client service; case-oriented community dispute settlement and victim(

witness prpjects 20
-10-



Nearly every project.recruite and supported a stipended_volunteer; a local
resident who participated' in project activities on_a fylltime basis._ In addition
to.contributing; to Andi'adual growth -:and .knowledge, .the _purpoge of the local,
stipended volunteer was to develop skills in the community to be used as the basis
for future neighborhood crime prevention endeavors. As reported by the grantee
directors; the indiyidUal personal.growthofthe volunteer was,seen as the primaity.
benefit of-the,pncept; and secondarily; the benefits of_additional personnel
_their community knowledge and insight -were- realized.. The drawbacks to the full-

.time,volunteer component were primarily adMinistrativeroblems_ were encountered.

in. recruitment and retention; with:perforManCei.,absenteeisM; and turver; causing

ongoing difficulties'for a number of

The.AdvisOry_Councils of the UCPP granteeS_Were to:provide guidance, liaison
with and .access to public and private agencies; publicity; and a forum for
information exchange. In revieWing-thejr.actimities_and the views ofgrantee_an
project 'directors; it 'ryas apparent that the Counc_i_l5were_ not as effective_
hoped; partiCularly, in developing_ linkAges and building coalitions. Their,prima y

function was to provide information andassistanCe to the'prOjects and grantee
directors. Where Council members were helpful, assistance came mainly from.a.few
key; active individuals .outside -of Council meetings.

;

F. DISCUSSION'

1;. Meet_ing_ProgramAnals

It- bears repeating that the rationale an Athe goals the Urban Crime
Prevention PrograM 'were distinttively different_ than thowof_most crime preven-
tion programs; i.e., the UCPP projects were aimed_at the broad:Underlying_causes of

crime -= if not entirelY; to aA_reater degree than in previous -crime prevention

programs.-- And they would dosa through,the.application of approaches which were
largely innovative. DisputeS would be resolved before thelared up in crimina
violence or added anotherAlurdensome_Case to the backlog of the courts; Victims of'

crime would be assisted in ways that would promote citizen perceptions that they

were part of a caring community and that they could make the,system more responsive.

By strengthening the bonds of neighbors; bringing residents together to promote the

common 'security and foster_ a more livable environment; our urban neighborhoods,
would be better able-to withstand the forces of disorder and decline; It was also

recogniied that neighborhood groups_probably_cpuld not hope:to accomplish these

task§ alone; rather; that they_should address them in partnership with other groups

and agencies in the_city;._particoliarly public agencies, from the mayor's off ice to

the police precinct station.

These_ broad purposes .were captured in the_ UCPP goal statements under the

'headings of innovative approaches,_ neighborhood orientation, and _working partner4-

ships. AlthOUgh the_ scope of an evaluation should not be confined by the bounds of

th-efirOgraM'S stated goals, particUlarly as findings are interpreted and discus-
sed, it is fitting and fair that we begin with a general assessment of how well

these goals were met.
. .

Innovative approaches._ UCPP ,;certainly succeeded establishing projects

that were innovative in_design; Indeed; with the incl ion of_projects such as

arson _prevention insurance unavailability; and dispute Settlement; the UCPP
projects represented- he forefront of community crime prevention models. And UCPP

provided the opportunity to test these innovations under a variety of conditions.

BUt although this goal was clearly_ met, there were indications that some-Of the
models were, in a sense, too innovative; i.e.; they were of .a complexity that-often
overwhelmed the neighborhood groups; many of whom had never so much as organized a

I



block watch;- For example, inAhe property crime project s the insurance unavail-
abikity_ element- was. the most problematic ; the tilocic- Watch,. a simpliess.
innovative approach,was'very successful. ;The use of f-diation to help resolve
disputes' is one of the most- recent inhOVations in criminal justice, but dispute
settlement projectsi_esPecialTy those. that are not connected.to the,caurtS, find it

notoriously.- difficult to attract a respectable caseload) (Cook, _Roehl,__and

Sheppard, 19$0)_; And_the MOsteffettiVe_aSpeCt_of the arton:preventiontprograms
.'was ,the education7and -_organizing:element (which resembles -the block watch 'ap-

proach); the _establishment of innovative arson:prediction systems was often
=baffling to- the_ lets experienced groups`. In those instances where projects;
successfully implemented thelliOn complex, innovative approaChes, th had staffs_

with experience in crime preventibh, frequently in the particular app ach to be

irtplemented

Thus,_although innovative approaches were established by UCPP; often.(as in

the case of insuranc-etinavailability) they were established on'paper,-not by deed.

And many projects which did achieve in making these approaches operational had
difficulty developing them effectively. Still, much was learnilabout which type
of innovative approAch works (and does not work) in the hands of neighborhood
organizations, and that tod was a central purpose of this admittedly high-risk

program.

Neighborhood orientation:. Involving citizens _and buildiT!g_the_capac_i_ties_of

neipbOrhobd groups. Through 'the efforts of the UCPP projects; thousands of

citizens. in numerous urban neighborhoods became -involved in crime prevention

efforts. Some people simply became aware of crime and ways to protect themSelies

from it; othertbecaMeaCtiVe participants as block watchers; mediators; etc._In
tthe processi many_ citizens cameo know their neighbors.and,jn -so doing; took

important steps toward_ strengthening -- in some cases; redJaiming -- their
neighbOrhbOdS,Cetainly, UCPP was effective in promoting citizen involvement,
but-the effectiveness' projects in this respect depended on,;(a) the nature of the

activity, and -('b) -the characteristics of the neighborhood.; Through.the batiC

mechanisM_Of blOck watches, the property- crime projects :were typically very

successful in- gaining theiJarticipation of; scores of neighborhood_reSidehtS. By:

means -of similar-,organizing .Strategies, many arson prevention OrOjectt were alSO

effective indrawing citizens into education. and.'Arson'watches.. But the -other

typ05, of _project's were less effective in involving citizens in their oojects.

Attempts to involve citizens injnsurance unaVailability.retear_Ch'Wee:iituaIlyHmet
with a combination of boredom and confusion. And although Citizens were eager to

become mediators' in -dispute settlement .projects -- a _sTimulatihgi _somewhat"

prestigious role for a citizen -- they were remarkably reluctanftb:bring their

disputes to theprojects;. '

The level "of citizen involvement in MP projects' was. also related to the

characteristics of the neighborhood., There are indicationS that where neighbor-

hoods were relatively stable and/or of moderate income, citizens Were more.likely

to participate in project activities. It seems reasonable that-in neighborhoods
where a substantial, proportion of residents have roots in the community, own their

homes, feel some identification with the community, plan to Stay in the.neighbor-

hood, etc. -- and have atquate social and economic resources == they_woulA be'mord

willing to assist in eff is to protect and strengthen their neighborhood. On the

other hand, in low-income, deteriorating' neighborhoods where residents may feel

less "ownership" of the community, it may be difficult to persuade someone to

become involved in project work on a voluntary (unpaid) basis when he or she is

worried about "putting food on the table."

The literature on voluntartsm shows that the Motivation to volLinteer
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related ta socio-economic standing and education (Ander* and Moore; 1978); and
two:vecent studies of cOmmurtit; crime prevention have-found citizen involvement to
be'positively'Correlated with resident income and neighborhood-integration. "DuBoW
and 'his associates found where resident incomes are high; volunta'ry
participation in crime_prevention activity tends to be high, and vice-versa (DuBow

. and Emmons, 1979).; ',Similarly, in the Skogan and tMaxfield (1981) study of why
individual§ participatein crime pevention'attiyities!,' they found that."the most
consistent correlates'- of levels of participation in crime-focused :groups

social anti residential ties." Across several cities, their
data showed tha7 as theseindices.of neighborhood integration and cohesion-rose, so
did participation in crime prevention activities., -In their natisnal evatuatibit of._
-LEAA's Comprehensive' tripe Prevention Program, Crew and Perlman (1981) alto
identified the extent of neighborhood integration as a correlate of citizen
involvement in crime preventio-fi

: "
There .arso 'seemed 'little doubt. that UCPP helped to bUild the ,capacities of

neighborhoodt and ,neighborhood groups to address crime problenis: Organizations
Which had not- previously organized block watches, Collected police report
conducted home security checks dame out of the demOnstration period .with

1- skills in hand:::' _Unfortunately, 'many of the projeCts acquired' these -ski 11 s' thrOugh
-a difficult trial,and-error experience.- Often _theirwere just becoming 'comfortable
with their, cApabilities toward the.end_of the demonstration period.' Although most
project directors valued the tectA.ical assistance 'received, most of the grantee,.
directors (overseeing: the projects in: each city)_ thought that, more technical
assistance was needed.. And for fledgling,:-..inexperienced groups_engaging in'the
more complex crime prevention strategies, the lack .of technical 'assistance was

The capacities of. the projects by the end of.the demonstration period depended
upon both the general experience and stability 'of the congnunity organization and
its experience in crime prevention. Those, organizations which were stableand
experienced apt the outset typicajly reflected: substantial capacity_at the end;
Most fledgling 'group, showed.less .capacity, but oTten diSplayedigreater improve-
ment -- from a .zero :baseline. The lest, established gri3ups tended to have more;
difficulties than the experIenced organizations, but it should;be remembered that
UCPP purpose}' awarded' grants_ to less experienced .groups for the purpose 'of F.

improving their capacity. =

. In summary, he neighborhood orientation of. UCPP diSplayed consideable
§uccess in gaining citizen involvement and building the capoities or neighbor-
hoods and their resident organizations: At the same time; it must be..recognized
'that such goals can be quickly scuttled -- or at least severefyharriStrumg =- by the.'
nature of the neighborhood and the experience, and $kil-k Of the neighborhood group.

Develoilg working_partnershiOs. A central goal of the-UOP was ta
working partnerships" among neighborhOod groups and key Officials and organiza,'
tions in the city,, particularly criminal justice system; officials. In many
projects, effective working partnerships' were:developed; both, at the.neighboiThood

'level and city,wide. -The linkages that Verel estabLished between the property'l
crime projects tind the police were especi.ally-_numerou's- and apparently quite
helpful. -In addition; the arson projects typically had 'Con.siderable success in-
.gatning the' working cooperation of several relevant agencies; including -the fire

r 'departments- and housing authgrities. But many., of the victim/witness` and dispute
settlement ,projects encountered sizable, and continuin4 obstacles to the estab-
lishMent of formal'ilnkages with the criminal justice system, 'obttacles-Which
severely hainpered the:4r effectiveness. 4



It was.hoped that the Advisory -CounCilsand the grantee staff in each city

'would provide the projettS with entree to,those agencies or the city governMent

(especially the criminal justiCe system). whose cooperatiop,was so critical to the

success Of 'the project. This entree was ,especially important for the, victim/=

wi ness'and dispute settleMent projects, mOst of which relied upon tte justice;

s stem to. .supply cases_ : But many. grantees ands proje6ts had 'qiifficulty in

tablishing those linkages with ;the justice.' System, a weakness that had a

significant negative .tmOact' 6hlthei.caseloads of victim/witness and dispute

.settlement.projects.
.

Where there. were strong Tink4es between victim/witness and dispute (ettle-
,_

ment projects And localCriminal justice agencies.(e.g., in_New_York City), there

had aTready.existed a general acceptance on the pert of the local criminal justice

officials ofithe...value and .iTportanCe of.these kiiids of services as evidenced by

their suppo rt' projectS_prior to UCOP :',Where those linkages were more

'difficult to establish, the local criminalljuStice system did not display. that

level-of acceptthit.e.

,

-.Thus, with .respect to its three major goal statements, UCPP displayed
cdhsyderabl'success, but'it.was success of0highly_qualified sort. Innovative

,projects were established across, the ninecitfes, but many of them, particularly

the molt innovative, .encountered` serious OperAional problems. The neighborhood

orientation of UCPP'was an'effective_overall1Strategy, deserving of continued

emphasis,, yet'many neighborhoods Most i need of crime prevention Are terribly

r6STstant to citizen-based crime prevent on. The discussion below addresses these

anil other issues.

I

2. Issues. and Impl i cations

1- Several issues of central importance to urban crime prevention have emerged

'him the findings of this evaluation, issues which havgedistinct implications for

the future of commun4y crime prevention. They are discussed below.

CitiZen involvement_as_a_function Of the nature of the nei hbortortd. It has

been note t at a pro. em w is p agues =community crime prevention approaches is

that in deteriorating neighborhoods of low cohesion', it is often difficult to

generate citizen involvement == the sine qua non of most community crime
pre4ention. And it is in these neighborhaaiwhere grime is most likely to be high.

Thus,. we 'are confronted with the dilemma that.the.neigtholtoods which need crime

Prevention most are the oneS most resistant to the implementation of prevention

approaches. There are perhaps two implications of this finding. First, it

underscores the,importance of strengthening neighborhoods before any precipitous

'decline can take place. 'TheSe transitional;peighborhoods are not difficult to

identify. There are many indicators of deterioration -- declining property values,

.
commercial disinvestment (closing various retail establishments), an increase in

the number of abandoRed buildings, a decrease,i006-owning families, an increase

in arsons anckuspicious fires =.= and a rise in lzriline. In addltion, there are some'

'observable signs of. .a neighborhood's vulnerability to crime: rowdy teenagers

gather at, and take over, street corners; properties begin to look in need of repair

and paint; the Passerby is affi'onted by incivilpes fo0.I.: language, bellicpse

inebriates, the din of portable stereos, and so'forth. At _some stage, the number

of citizens.'who care about the neighborhood, who are willing to put in time and

effort, to stabilize and improve their community, drops below some critical mass.

At that point the,civil, law-abiding citizens are more likely to feel apathetic and".

fearful, that control of the streets is in other,handS, and begin to retreat behind

locked doors, choosing, hot to become involved (see Wilson and Kelling, 1982, for a

description of this process). It seems that the propitious time:(it is not a mere
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moment; the typical time-span is probably on the order of-some years) for gaining
citizen involvement in crime prevention activities.is that period when citizens
have developed a goOd balance of, concern and confidence -- serious concern that if
something isn't done-they will find themselves in a spiral of deterioration, mixed
with an indignant confidence that they can defeat the forces of disorder.

With the recognition, however; that many neighborhoods which have suffered
decline are in need of workable crime prevention efforts, we should begin to
develop better ways'to.overcome tbe resistance of these neighborhoods to organized
citizen crime prevention activities: ,In such neighborhoods, it probably requires
a maximum effort --experienced organizers, substantial technical assistance, and
the continued support of official agencies; especially the police -- if neighbor-.
hood-based crime prevention is to succeed.

A

Type of crime prevention approach. The differentia dynamics and effects of
the various crime prevention approacHs have implications. for future urban crime
prevention efforts. Across the several UCPP Criteria (citizen involvement2
capacity bUilding, etc.) of effectiveness the arson prevention and property crime'
victimization projects (sans insurance unavailability) rather consistently per,-
-formed better than the Tim/witness and dispute settlement projectsW.A? In

addition, these types of projects address the crime problem (i.e., arson -and
property crime) more directly, and are therefore more likely to e. some
demonstrable impact on crime. itself.

There are several likely reasons for these differences in performance;. Ffrti
, and probably most Important, these projects were based on the fair:13/.0We but
highly valued activity of bringing citizens together for the common purpose of
improving the safety of thehomes and streets of their neighborhood.. Thus; they
began with a strategyof organizing all the residents Of a.block,or an apartment.
building to address a problem of- potential concern to all.. In. contrast,
victim/witness and dispute settlement projects focused on a much more circum,
scribed population and addressed matters which are of immediate interest only to
victiMS'and disputants themselves'. Second, although both property crime and arson
pre'vention projects developed relatiorshiOs with, and were assisted, by, city
agencies, they were neither, heavily dependent on the agencies nor, did they require
referral of cases. Consequently, these projects and the city 4encies were
mutually supportive; they had common goals to whicheach contributed without making
heavy demands of one another. The victim/witness and'dispute settlement projects
were "client-oriented" services which depended on the city agencies (police and
courts) for cases. The victim/witness projects encountered fewer obstacles .in this
respectthan the dispute settlement projects because they typically.required only
passive referrals from the police (1;e:. access to victim records).

The complexity of the particular approach -- the degree of sophistitation and
skill rewired to mount an effective effort -- also,-contributed to its overall
effectiveness, but this attribute was more clearly a factor Within models than
among them. Thus, the simpler'componeht of the property crime project, the block
Watch, worked better than the insurance unavailability component. In,dispUte
settlement projects the establishment of the relatively straightforward mediatibn
service Alias Much less,'diffitult` than the outreach component, which required
educating and changipg some basic attitudes of the public.

This is not mont to suggest that victim/witness or dispute settlement efforts
are unworthy.of Support; on the contrary, they serve important purposes. But it.
should be understood that they are not the- most effective. - vehicles for rallying
citizen support and participation, and that they will have difficulty fulfilling
their'mssion without solid relationships with-criminal justice agencies.
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letivitiet_ == improving the physical appearance of the neighborhood and

heighborhOod _youth with positive alternatikes -- Were frequently

.by_AheLprOperty_ crime and arson prevention projects because .they were

cerlis, of residents. These activities can be impleMented by groups of

citizens without the involvement of city _agencies or4:SUbstantial

yet they contribute to crime prevention and neighborhood revitalization

ig the "signs of disorder" and giving residents and outsiders a sense that

bor. hood it cared for and protected Neighborhood improvement and youth

s ofterLe_VOlve from blotk watches and similar residents' ,organizations

e viewed' by residents as natural and necessary co ents of community

ventiOn.

oving the crime preventio 'ties of neighborhood organizations.

the characteristics of the neigh orhoOd group which should conduct trime.

n activities, and how can they be most efficienttly assisted -4n performing."

orts? Generally, our findings showed that more established grodpsJi4ere

etsful in launching and sustaining their crime_prevention projects. Yet

portant to help bolster the capacities of fledgling groups as well.

ly, these goals' are not necessarily Mutually exclusive. In most

oods, it is probably best to seek out the_ most qual ifi ed , experienced

ion to conduct crime prevention, especially if the neighborhood has

ted considerably and/or the particular approach to be implemented 1:5.

mplex. In neighborhoods of at least moderate stability where the cOmi..

n ' approaih will not require inordinate level s of ski l and experience,

groups ?hould. be 'able. to perform well == especially if they".areproiiiied

e training and :technical assistance- And perhaps thins is the critical

be made with respect to capacity building: most groUps need some training

ical assistance, and the need increases dramatically in _inverse propor=

(1) the experience of the group, (2) the in-house resources available to

(3). the stability of the neighborhood; and (4) the simplicity of the

At these conditions are found wanting, training and technical assistance

correspondingly increased.

ages between_neighborhooet Organizations and criminal justice agencies.

ned above, the establishment of supportive relationships between apprti=

iminai justice dgencesand_peighborhood groupt:.is critical tothe success

/witness and particularly dispute settlement projects. It is also qUite

o the. other: types .of.prOjettt_Whith make use of crime prevention polite

(for training; presentatiOnt,i'hOme- security checks; etc.); and statistics'

.ce and' fire departMentt; and may influence department resource allOta=

'or. example; one UCPP.:Orblierty crime project was successful in gaining

Al police patrols of theirAieigbborhood, and an arson, prevention project

I the.fire department to_ aStign_two'additional fire marshals. to inspect.;

buildings which they :had identified as arton-prone. Now are these

;hips established, and What:Obstacles:hinder them?

establishment of supportive relationships in UCPP was a. functiWof (1)

of trine preventiOn Approach (and, *(extension; the type of _assistance

I of the agency); (2) the stance of the city's criminal_ justice system,

y Ahe-police,- With respect ..to community participation in trinie.preven=

i 13) the effectiveness of 'the project staff and the grantee im_opening- -



throughout the project period. Indeed; New York City has been a pioneer in the use
Of such crime prevention activities as victim/witness services; dispute settle-
Mehti_and arson prevention -- well before UCPP appeared on the scene. It is not

surprising;- therefore_, that the New York officials, were supportive of UCPP
projects. In contrast, the Cincinnati criminal justice systemhas a history of
being more traditional and less receptive to innovation; Efforts like UCPP have
been:comparatively. rare in Cincinnati; That )kind of stance was evident in their
relations with UCPP projects3,i.e.,,they were typically distant and non- committal;
at least at admihistrative levels;

S
/

.

,
. .

The attitudes and actions of the grantee and project staffs also influenced
the formation of th'se linkages. There were numerous instances where grantees
(either staff or Advisory Council members);provided needed access- to criminal
justice agencies and officials; antes in which they
failed to provide access and support. At the :grantee/ vel; it hat simply a :wa

case of what the staff did; e.g.; who they contacted in hat manner ut who they
were For example; in two cities the grantee directors; although we =knownknown in the

city and among criminal justice agencies; had largely negative reputationS in the
criminal justice community; The obvious lesson here is that in selecting grantee
directors or the. equivalent_; administrators of 6 crime prevention program should
screen candidates very thoroughly to minimize the chances that they are not viewed
antagonistically bkthe criminal justice community;

The actions of project staff also influenced the development_ of working
partnerships; .Althodgh there were exceptiOnS;:it was generally found that the most
effective stance was one in which the project _Staff was non-confrontationali
expressed a sympathetic understanding of the departMeht's burden; and asked
(rather than demanded) assistance and cooperation. .

. .

Program structure. Many ofthe_ structural eleMehtt Of OUP were effective and
should be considerebr inclusion in future community crime prevention programs,
The main structure ()fa central'grantee overseeingrseveral_ neighborhood- based
projects and assisted by_ an_advisOry-cOdeitil generally worked well,. Within this
overal I structure; certain eleMentS should. be reViSedTheadvisory council_shbillti.-
be awell-cannected; smalleriiitore_functionatgroup convenecrmainly forth& pUrpose.
of helping o`louild partnerships between the projects and city agencies, Either
the number of projects'should be smaller or- the -staff and resources of the central..

.grantee made somewhat larger. Grantee administration and all that'went with it-7
training; technical. assistance4 monitoring -, "..hand=holding", etc. -7 _seemed _to

function better Under a_ kihd Of;dUal. directorship lexemplified.by the_Citizens
Committee of New York) where a SepiareXperienced_staffmembe'r serves in a:part-
time superviSori. capacity over a full-tiMe project :director and . a_ part7iiMe.

assistant. At the project level, there were several problems with the full-time
volunteer concept, primari4y probleqs, of recruitment, absenteeism,.._anOurnover.
At the same time, in many Cases It:-.Setved'its. intended:Turpose_of developing Skflls
within the community and providing a growth experience for a neighborhood resident:I

Oh balance, this seems an element best:replated by a part-time worker who is more
easily recruited 'and supervised --,- unless one places an extraordinary value.on the

volunteer experience itself. ,

The -role of community crime prevention. In a 'broader-sense; the results of



is a promising one: citizens' groups taking responsibility for the quality and
security of their neighborhoods, but doing so in close coordination with local

criminal justice agencies.

In this regard, we take issue with Wilson and Kelling (1982), who stated:

Though citizens can do a great deal, the police are plainly the key to

order-maintenance. For one thing, many communities...cannot do the job

by themselves. For another, no citizen in a neighborhood, even an
organized one, is likely to feel the sense of responsibility that wearing

a badge conferS.

''I . 1 - and others in the literature) we would scenes

that neighborhood residents are at least as important_ as the police == perhaps more

so == in determining the level of order and civility in a neighborhood. And we have

seen instances in which many citizens feel very responsible for the conditions in

the neighborhood. Police clearly have a very important role in maintaining order

in a community, but a single police officer cannot watch every home in a

neighborhood, clean up_vacant lots, repair broken windows, or regenerate the social

bonds which hol,d a neighborhood together. These are the duties of, citizens;

con unity crime prevention efforts can be effective vehicles for the performance of

skid, duties.

G. CONCLUSIONS AiillRECOMMENDkTIONs7
_ ,

The diversity, scope, and varied results of the Urban Crime Prevention Program

preclude a simple label of "success" or "failure." If an urban crime prevention

program were being developed today, it ghould, as we have suggested, retain many of

the elements which characterized UCPP. *By the same token, future programs should

look sustantially different from 'UCPP: it will'not serve as an off-the-shelf :)

master plan for urban crime prevention. But of course that was not the purpose of

the program; it was designed as a vehicle to launch crime Prevention activities

through neighborhood groups in partnership with other organizations in the public

and private sector._ In an overall senSe, UCPP exhibited considerable progress
toward thost goals, but the progress was quite uneven. Some projects'succeeded

'admirably on virtually all fronts; others struggled painfully to realize the .

smallest accomplishments.

The central conclusions of the evaluation are stated below.

1. Conclusions

The most effective crime prevention approaches as measured by the

criteria used in this evaluation were those whildhwere based on the
organizatton of citizens to address problems of,crime or arson: -- the

neighbothood watch approach.

According to the UCPP.criteria-- involving citizens, strengthening

neighborhoods, and building working partnerships == the property crime

and arson prevention projects were most successful, primarily_ because

they were generally based on some version of the neighborhood watch



The effectiveness of the crime prevention projects was related to the
nature of the neighborhood in which it was operating.

It was consifierably more difficult to promote significant citizen
involvement =- the sine qua non of community crime prevention -- in low-
income, deteriorataneig,bCaoods than in neighborhoods which were
still relatively stable. Unfortunately, _it is the'deteriorated neigh-
borhood, the area of low cohesion and high crime; which is in greatest
need of crime prevention.

Training and technical assistance were critical to'project success,
particularly among the inexperienced, small neighborhooci groups.

Most of the projects considered the training and technical aSsis-
-tance highly valuable, but it was often insufficient; particularly for
inexperienced groups which were attempting one of the more complex
approaches; e.g., insurance unavailability issues.

In an overall sense, the general neighborhood orientation of UCPP --
organizing and strengthening neighborhoods -- combined with the devel-
opment of working par - tnerships offers promise for combatting urban
crime.

Basing community crime prevention activities around organic social
units -- neighborhoods, blocks and their indigenous_groups -- helps to
develop cohesiveness and promote resident responsibility and activity in
ways that agencies, public or private, from outside the neighborhood are
not likely to do. The formation of working_partnerships with these
agencies -- cooperative, mutually supportive relationships -- provides an
effective vehicle for assisting neighborhoods and deyeloping promising
crime prevention activities.

The more complex crime prevention approaches presented serious diffi-
culties for many neighborhood groups.

The more ecomplex approaches insurance unavailability strategies,
diSpute settlement, arson risk prediction -- were difficult for most
neighborhood groups to master, particularly if the organization was
relatively inexper*Weg_in crime prevention. Considerably more train-
ing and technical assistance As typically required if neighborhood
groups are to attempt these more difficult approaches.

Strong linkages == working partnershiPs 7- with relevant criminal
justice agencies were important determinants of project success.

The supportive relationships which property crime and arson pre-
vention projects typically established with public agencies, chiefly
Police and fire departments, were very helpful. In contrast; most of the
victim/witness and dispute settlement projects had difficulty estab-
lishing functional linkage's with criminal justice agencies. Because

many of these projects were dependent on the agencies for case referrals,



Community crime Prevention programs should emphasize the organizing of
citizens -- the neighborhood watch concept -- as the basic, beginning
strategy for crime prevention.

The most important initial step in most community crime prevention
activities is to gain the involvement of a critical mass of neighborhood
residents, and the neighborhood watch/block watch approach is the most
effective instrumpt for gaining citizen involvement. Consequently,
community crime prevention program, should begin with this activity.
After the block watch is underway, other approaches of particular
interest and relevance to the neighborhood (e.g., victim/witness ser-
vices) may be developed.

Strong working partnerships s uld_be 'established between neighborhood-

based crime prevention effort and relevant criminal justice agencies.

Supportive relationships with the criminal justice agencies are
valuable to property crime and arson prevention projects, and critical
to dispute settlement and victim/witness projects.' Individuals respon-
sible for planning and administrative functions should work tO-gain the
commitment of these agencies beTore projects are established, and.

project staffs should take a cooperative,,non-confrontational stance in

cultivating such partnerships. as operatibns begin.

Abundant training and technical assistance should be supplied to crime

prevention groups in timely fashion. N

Neighborhood groups often require substantial training_ and techni-
cal assistance in order to perform crime prevention activities effec-

tively. They need to understand the concepts they are dealing with, and

to develop a_ variety of techniques and skills from organizing to
mediation. The' amount of training and technical assistance required
will 'vary according to the group's experience, the nature of the

neighborhood, and the complexity of the approaches to be implemented".

Neighborhood -based crime prevention stratOgiesdeserve the-continue:C...
attention and support officials concerned 'with..

Neighborhood -based crime prevention prOjeCts:Which develop cooper -`
ative relationships. .With other relevant agencies,- `especially' criminal-

, justice agencies,_ can be efficient and effective vehicles for combatting
neighborhood deterieratiOn and, crime. The_UCPP projects showed -that
with the injection of modest amounts of fund? substantial and promising

crime prevention activities. can be launche :ariersuStained._ _However,.

much was learned in the course of this 'evaluation. abodt, how such
endeavors should; 'and shOuld not be conduCted. We strongly. urge
government officials to pay heed to those lessons before' launching
additional community crimeprevention.progrems,

. Research Recommendations

ea,



6 A multi-site impact evaluation of community crime prevention programs.

Using the knowledge gained in the course of this evaluation', a

multi-site (at least three .to four cities) = community crime. prevention
program should be developed, supplemented by a comprehensive impact-
oriented evalbation: Although there have been large national' eva u-
ations of premious*federal 'community crime prevention programs, none has
focused o crime 'and fear of crime_as the central o tcome criteria; The
proposed aluation research would enable us to a sess rigorously the
impact arious Community crime prevention strategies; i.e., using
b ore-a r collection of data on crime and fear. of crime, and employing

.

coAtrol and experimental neighborhoods.

Research on the relationship between neighborhood-based community crime
'prevention programs and criminal justice agencies.

Neighborhood-based crime prevention programs rely 'on the cooper-
ation of criminal justice agencies for several tykes of assistance --
crAme statistics, training, citizen input to police crime prevention
strategies, referrals from prosecutors and judges, to victimiwitness.and
dispute settlement programs, etc. The UCPP. experience showed that thete
relationships varied greatly from project to project and from city to
city. We ne'etl to learn more about the determinants of those relation
ships and how they can be developed and improved.

Research on methods foi gaining citizen involvement in community crime

prevention programs in deteriorated-neighborhoods of low cohesion.

The UCPP projects, had considerably more difficulties ,in getting
citizens to participate in crinie'Orevention activities in neighborhoods
Which were deteriorated (physically and socially) and cohesion among
residents low. It appears that spedial, intensive efforts are
required' to develop stiCcessful community crime prevention programs in
these areas. Such efforts need to be.developed and pilot-tested in a
sample of these neighborhoods.

AssesSment of the comparative effects of community crime prevention
strategies versus ;a-general' economic development strategy.

The relationship between a neighborhood's economic deterioration
detreasing property values, loss of retail establishments, exodus of

middle-income families, etc. -- and a rise in crime has often been noted
( indeed, UCPP was based, td some degree,, on a recognition of this
relationship). In the, long run; it is possible that general economic
development strategies: -- assisting business and industry, improving the
housing stock, 'etc. may_ have a greater impact on neighborhood
revitalization, crime,- and fear of crime than crime pr6ention programs
(although the strategies clearlY are not mutually exclusive). Its an
issue deserving of further attention and research.-
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